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About This Game

War is upon us and only the mightiest kingdom will rule the realm. Age of Castles is an epic simulation / strategy game. Start
with a small village and build it into the ultimate castle. Train your army, upgrade your troops, march across the land, and do

battle with everything in your path. Build the ultimate kingdom, wage total war on your enemies, and conquer the realm!

Check out Our New Game Kickass commandos!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/359140/

Also Try Tiki Man!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/376920/

Also try Ant War - Domination!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/406080/

 Build your village into the ultimate castle

 Battle monstrous foes and enjoy the spoils of victory
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 Crush your enemies and see them driven before you

 Earn epic combat upgrades and magical power-ups

 Build a kingdom, wage total war, conquer the realm
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I used to play this game all the time when I was young on the XBox 360.

Now I have it in my collection till the end of time. Or Steam. And I love it.. you gonna be \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing
kidding me. A solid base for a hybrid action rpg, feeling like a cross between a console action game and pc hack-and-slash.
Needs alot more work, some tweaking and additional content before I could really recommend it to anyway.
Right Now Obcidian Legacy feels like a proof-of-concept, but it has some promise. I'll give this a miss until it's a little more
developed but some players may enjoy it's current uncomplicated state.. Yeah, the timing is pretty lenient, but overall this
version is far superior to the switch version. It has honestly a top notch soundtrack and the pricing model is very fair! At least
give the game a try with the 3 bucks if you like rhythm games at all. Great for beginners as well!

Also I love the classic mode!. Alhough there are a few (non-game-breaking, mostly cosmetic) bugs here and there, I really
enjoyed this game. Some of the puzzles are real head-scratchers and I did get the feeling that there's usually more than one way
to solve them. I felt like the price was fair.. This is a fun song pack to play and a good intro to reggae rythms. I particularly
recommend it for both aspiring and veteran bassists.. A simple little puzzle game that can actually be challenging! Haven't seen
any games this simple (in terms of mechanics) and hard at the same time.

Possibly worth even more than a dollar.
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For those of you who are having trouble opening it, go to the ubisoft menu (shift f2) and press the redeem code button, which is
located at the top right of the screen. Then type in the code that you have, and it will unlock the missions and weapons.. **May
be spelling errors because I'm tired and angry from playing this game**

This game has been in development since 2013. For that couple of years in development, we have around a month of work, well,
really lazy, unplanned work anyway. You pay around \u00a310 for an extension to something that had to be rushed in thought
and it very much shows.

The problems that existed a couple years ago are still here; not being able to navigate effectively, comedically bad controls,
absolutely minimal explenation for what youre even doing or where you should go and a lack of anything that could immerse
you. In fact thats my main problem with the game, it tries to be something immersive, an engaging noir experience but what you
get for your \u00a310 is barely any sound, awful animations that were in the release a couple years ago and a camera that is
constantly tilting down and to the right. The way the camera moves is enraging to say the least.

Earlier I mentioned the problem with navigation, allow me to indulge with you the pure idiocy of the navigation system; the
whole you are located within a city complete with skyscrapers and fog, the ONLY way to know ehere you are going is either by
memory (more on that in a minute) or by birds in the sky. Those birds do not stick with you and tell you where you are going
they just hover over where you are meant to be. Now do you see the purely stupid connection between fog, skyscrapers and
small birds? Exactly, you can only see them when you are close. The whole game you have to run around the massive, bland
(immersion problem again )city to hopefully find your way. It doesnt help that your character os only outfitted by his,
presumably, somewhat crippled legs. In the top right section of the city there is a map, you can find that map by conveniently
running around confused and running into it by chance, handy right? That map gives you three landmarks by which you can
identify the city. Only three.

Finally, people seem to have an issue with the art style of the game. I have to agree and disagree with them.
Why I disagree with them:
I personally see what the developers were going for, i find the look of the game very charming but not very well done.
That brings me to why I can agree:
The art style is very bland, the city has no sound, only about 7 buildings have any detail at all on them (the rest are just big, grey
boxes) and the fog gets in the way more than it gives any aesthetic appeal.

So as a summary, its nothing more than an unpolished, bland, unappealing mess. Which is a real shame.. Great platforming
sidescroller! really interresting to play through the levels, and very challenging time trials that are fun! 10\/10. This add-on is
good as the original Hard Truck Apocalypse. There are some minor game improvements like field repairing kits (or should I say
junk parts). But noting game-play changing. And yes, it has a different story then the original.
Get this one and the original Hard Truck Apocalypse when are on sale.. Pretty solid RPG Maker based game.

Story involves the event of a Thief Wannabe aiming to be the best thief in town.
Game has a rater simply plot but it does a darn fine job at the character development.
Though you will be reading a lot. Like any RPG

Combat is a game of Rock-paper-scizors mixed with RPG elements and card fights. Takes a while to get used to it but once you
do its a breeze.

Downsides is that the game revolves entirely in the same town. Adding a new character here and there. This isn't something new
on the JRPG world, but makes you wish the map was bigger.

Pretty solid game, if you are not buying this full price, give it a chance on a sale. It's worth the time.
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